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Dedication of the Hart-Desiato Bridge  

Brian Hart 

Bedford, Massachusetts, May 25, 2018 
 

Alma, Rebecca, Elizabeth and I want to thank the Town of Bedford and the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts for dedicating this beautiful bridge honoring 

PFC John D. Hart and Lance Corporate Travis Desiato.  

It is a fitting commemoration for our native sons. As boys they grew up with 

the culture of the Minutemen from these small towns.    

From that river bank these two played. The shot heard around the world was 

fired literally within earshot of this bridge.  

Minutemen had a duty to respond when the alarm was sounded. In 2001 that 

alarm was sounded anew. John Hart and Travis Desiato and many here today 

responded to the call. After so many years, it is hard to remember the distress 

of that time. 

John and Travis are but two of a long line of good citizens who died facing 

fearful odds when called upon by our country.  

We honor them as exceptional examples of the common civic duty expected of 

each of us as citizens. Virtue is rarely mentioned but missed in its absence. 

Moral courage is a rare commodity also. Rarer than bravery. John and Travis 

understood that freedom came with responsibility.   

President Obama wrote that “a freedom which only asks what’s in it for me, a 

freedom without a commitment to others, a freedom without love or charity or 

duty or patriotism, is unworthy of our founding ideals, and those who died in 

their defense.” 

I have a recurring dream of trying to carry John home. Though he is heavy I will 

not put him down. We get lost along the way. We are, it seems, far from home 

with no way back.  
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In this time of deep political cynicism and attempts to undermine the very 

fundamentals of freedom, we know deep down that we have to reassert as a 

people what is right and just.   

This is why this dedication has resonated so deeply in our small town, because 

in these two young men we see what could have been and yet can be.  

There is no guarantee of victory. There was none then and there is none now.  

There is a phrase written on WWI battle memorials to the fallen that reads 

“How went the day? We died and never knew.” We have yet to answer that 

question. 

This river and its road wind about. The road we walk is never straight, but more 

interesting all the same, when we cannot see around the bend. 

Upstream from this bridge Bedford’s battle flag unfurled against the full might 

of the British empire. And with that act of rebellion against all possible odds, 

momentous change came.  

Emerson, who often roamed this river said, “And I behold once more My old 

familiar haunts’ here the blue river… The wind, that rustles down the well-

known forest road, it hath a sound more eloquent than speech, … After long 

months of weary wandering, … These are the same, but I am not the same, but 

wiser than I was.”  … 

For the Desiatos and for the Harts, our time stopped; in the long ago, yet 

yesterday it seems, fading to the shadows of our mind, slipping away like 

water.  

Boys became men, men became memories, ashes became dust.  

We are all forgotten in time, but not today. 

May their shadow float by us on calm waters.  

On behalf of Private First Class John D. Hart, I say “Calm waters and fair winds 

to you all.” 

 


